ThinkVision T34w-30 Monitor

A wide curve for multitasking mastery.

Get ready to take your efficiency to the next level with the ThinkVision T34w-30 Monitor’s 3-side NearEdgeless, immersive 34-inch WQHD curved display that draws you in, while its 3440 x 1440 resolution lets you take in all the finer details. A 21:9 aspect ratio delivers a panoramic experience, while a 1500R curvature delivers a consistent focal length across the screen. The large screen real-estate and curvature make sharing finer details with your teams easy and improves your focus and productivity as well. The monitor is a treat for the eyes with rich, vivid colors brought to life by a 99% sRGB color gamut. It cares for your vision too with Natural Low Blue Light technology that reduces harmful blue light emissions without color distortions. The ThinkVision T34w-30 Monitor is designed for efficiency with a host of connectivity options including a USB Type-C® (up to 75W PD²), HDMI and DP ports, modular VoIP support for a video conferencing or audio with AI-enhanced MC60 and MS30 ports, and efficient network management with MAPT, PXE, and WOL (S3-S5). The ThinkColour software solution that can be easily deployed by Endpoint allows users quick control of display attributes, to help maximize productivity. The monitor’s enhanced lift range gives it more flexibility to meet the working posture you find most comfortable. The lowest position gets lower to give you even more viewing comfort. It accommodates an open-slot phone holder that also supports tablets of different sizes to put all your screens within view, while cleaner cable management adds to a clutter-free desk. If you’re looking for a cleaner desk, you can VESA mount this monitor too. The monitor’s one-button joystick for quick access to display controls puts accessibility at your fingertips. You’ll be pleased to know that the ThinkVision T34w-30 Monitor meets the ecological and health standards of TCO 9.0 regulations and comes packed in recyclable paper cushioning that’s safe for the environment too.

Features of ThinkVision T34w-30 Monitor

Sharp, immersive display

The ThinkVision T34w-30 Monitor’s 3-side NearEdgeless bezel design with an immersive 34-inch WQHD curved display envelopes your attention and focus with a larger-than-life clarity for efficient multitasking. Its captivating 3440 x 1440 resolution enriches picture quality and lets you in on all the finer details, backed by a 99% sRGB color gamut that displays brilliant, true-to-life colors. A 21:9 aspect ratio gives you rich panoramic views, while a 1500R curvature displays a consistent focal length across the screen. Natural Low Blue Light technology curbs harmful blue light emissions without color distortions and reduces visual fatigue and strain making your viewing experience as delightful and comfortable as it can be.

Productivity par excellence

Make your workstation a hub of productivity with a range of connectivity options that make the ThinkVision T34w-30 Monitor quick and efficient. Connect and power-up swiftly and efficiently with the one-cable USB-C® up-to 75W PD² port that enables dynamic power distribution with connected devices. Network connectivity becomes faster, more stable and safer too with ethernet support that includes MAPT, PXE, and WOL (S3-S5). Dedicated HDMI and DP ports let you connect efficiently. The ThinkColour software solution that can be easily deployed by Endpoint ensures you get quick control of display attributes, accurate and easy color settings, simple management between multiple files, documents and media, and smarter technology to maximize productivity. A dedicated and cableless USB Type-A port at the top facilitates a modular VoIP solution - ThinkVision VoIP Stack¹ (MC60 Monitor Webcam, MS30 Monitor Soundbar) enables incredible video conferencing experiences.

Ergonomically and environmentally advanced

Enhanced ergonomics make working on the ThinkVision T34w-30 Monitor delightfully comforting. It also comes with enhanced ergonomic features, including up to 155 mm height adjustability, -5°/23.5° tilt range, and ±45° swivel range, so you can work the way you feel comfortable, without compromise. An open phone slot, tablet holder, and cleaner cable management provisions give you a clutter-free desk. A simple one-button joystick puts control at your fingertips with easy access to display settings. The ThinkVision T34w-30 is also serious about sustainability as it is designed to meet the TCO 9.0 ecological and health standards. What’s more, it is delivered in recyclable green paper packaging making it as environmentally friendly as it is user-friendly.

¹ USB Type-C® and USB-C® are registered trademarks of USB Implementers Forum. | ² Listed as maximum capacity of power delivery. Actual capacity of power delivery may vary depending upon devices connected or monitor configuration, and may decline with downstream USB ports connected or higher brightness setting. | ³ Endpoint: Microsoft Endpoint Configuration Manager. | ⁴ Sold separately.
ThinkVision T34w-30 Monitor

**Display**
- **Panel Size**: 34-inch
- **Screen Dimensions**: 803.2 mm x 357.9 mm
- **Panel Type**: 3-side NearEdgeless, VA
- **Active Area**: 792.2 mm x 333.7 mm
- **Curvature**: 1500R
- **Backlight**: WLED
- **Aspect Ratio**: 21:9
- **Resolution**: 3440 x 1440
- **Pixel Pitch**: 0.232 mm x 0.232 mm
- **Viewing Angle (H x V @ CR 10:1)**: 178° / 178°
- **Refresh Rate**: 60 Hz
- **Brightness (Typical)**: 350 cd/m²
- **Contrast Ratio (Typical)**: 1000:1
- **Dynamic Contrast Ratio (Typical)**: 3M:1
- **Color Gamut (Coverage Ratio)**: 99.0% sRGB
- **Color Support (Typical)**: 16.7 Million
- **Color Depth**: 8-bit
- **Anti-Glare**: Yes

**Connectivity**
- **Video Signal**:
  - 1 x USB Type-C® (DP 1.4 Alt Mode)
  - 1 x HDMI 2.0
  - 1 x DP 1.4
- **Audio Signal**:
  - 1 x Audio Out (3.5 mm)
- **USB Hub**: Yes
- **Ethernet**: Yes (10/100/1000M)
- **USB Upstream**:
  - 1 x USB 3.2 Gen 1 ¹ Type-C®
- **USB Downstream**:
  - 4 x USB 3.2 Gen 1 ¹ Type-A (1 x BC1.2)

**Multimedia**
- **Modular Camera/Speaker Support**: Yes (Optional Support³)

**Special Features**
- **Software**: Lenovo ThinkColour
  (Lenovo Display Control Center)⁴
- **Natural Low Blue Light**: Yes

**Power**
- **Voltage Required**: AC 100 to 240 V (50-60 Hz)

**Mechanical**
- **Tilt Angle (Front / Back)**: -5° / 23.5°
- **Swivel Angle (Left / Right)**: -45° / 45°

**Lift (Max. Range)**: 155 mm

**VESA Mount Capability**
- Yes (100 x 100 mm)

**ThinkCentre M Series Tiny Support**
- Yes

**ThinkCentre M Series Nano Support**
- Yes

**Kensington Lock Slot**: Yes

**Cable Management**: Yes

**Bezel Color**: Raven Black

**Bezel Width (Side)**: 21 mm

**Bezel Width (Top / Bottom)**: 21 / 22.8 mm

**Software**
- Lenovo ThinkColour
  (Lenovo Display Control Center)⁴

**Power**
- **Power Cable**: 1 x Power Cable (1.8 m)

**What’s in the Box**
- Monitor with Stand
- Power Cable (Cable Length)
- Yes

**Certification**
- ENERGY STAR Certification: Yes
- CCC: Yes
- TCO: 9.0
- TCO Edge: 2.0
- EPEAT: Gold
- RoHS (2011/65/EU): Yes
- Windows Certification: Windows 10, Windows 11
- TÜV Low Blue Light (Hardware Solution): Yes
- Eyesafe Display Certification: Yes

**Dimensions**
- **Size Unpacked w/ Stand (Lowest Position)**:
  - (D x H x W) (mm/inch): 231.6 x 367.5 x 808.4 mm
  - 9.12 x 14.47 x 31.83 inches
- **Size Unpacked w/ Stand (Highest Position)**:
  - (D x H x W) (mm/inch): 231.6 x 569.3 x 808.4 mm
  - 9.12 x 22.41 x 31.83 inches
- **Size Unpacked w/o Stand (Head Only)**:
  - (D x H x W) (mm/inch): 231.6 x 367.5 x 808.4 mm
  - 9.12 x 14.47 x 31.83 inches

**What’s in the Box**
- Monitor with Stand
- Power Cable (Cable Length)
- Yes

**What’s in the Box**
- Monitor with Stand
- Power Cable (Cable Length)
- Yes

* A few specs may vary depending upon the actual production.
¹ USB Type-C® and USB-C® are registered trademarks of USB Implementers Forum. | ² Depending on many factors such as the processing capability of peripheral devices, file attributes, and other factors related to system configuration and operating environments, the actual transfer rate using the various USB connectors on this device will vary and is typically slower than the data rates as defined by the respective USB specifications: 5 Gbit/s for USB 3.2 Gen 1; 10 Gbit/s for USB 3.2 Gen 2 & 20 Gbit/s for USB 3.2 Gen2x2. | ³ Compatible with ThinkVision VoIP Stack MC60 Monitor Webcam and MS30 Monitor Soundbar. | ⁴ This software can only be used with Windows 10 & Windows 11.